The two defining features of G-matrix Fourier transform (GFT) projection NMR spectroscopy are (i) repeated joint sampling of several indirect chemical shift evolution periods of a multi-dimensional NMR experiment so that transfer amplitudes are generated which are proportional to all possible permutations of cosine and sine modulations of the individual shifts, and (ii) linear combination of the sub-spectra resulting from such repeated joint sampling in the time or frequency domain which yields edited sub-spectra containing signals encoding phase-sensitively detected linear combinations of the jointly sampled shifts. This review sketches the underlying principles of GFT NMR, and outlines its relation to further developments such as the reconstruction of multidimensional NMR spectra.
INTRODUCTION
The speed of multidimensional NMR data acquisition is limited by the need to sample (several) indirect dimensions. This restriction has been coined the 'NMR sampling problem'.
1 Associated with this problem is the 'sampling limited' data collection regime, 2 in which valuable instrument time is invested to meet with the sampling demand and not for achieving sufficient signal-to-noise ratios. G-matrix Fourier Transform (GFT) projection NMR spectroscopy 3 allows one to speed up NMR data collection by obtaining high dimensional spectral information from low dimensional projections. GFT NMR is thus primarily an approach enabling one to avoid sampling limited data acquisition.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF PROJECTION NMR SPECTROSCOPY
The development of projection NMR spectroscopy until the mid 1980s was reviewed in Ernst et al. 4 At that time, the use of 'skewed' projections with a projection angle differing from 0 o or 90 o was limited to homo-nuclear 2D J-spectroscopy, and was geared towards obtaining (partially) decoupled projected 1D 1 H NMR spectra. 5, 6 The 'projection crosssection theorem' was employed to calculate the projected 1D NMR spectra. Importantly, scalar couplings were not detected in a phase-sensitive manner in the indirect dimension of 2D J-spectroscopy, so that the NMR signals exhibited both absorptive and dispersive components. This enforced researchers 4 to (i) project absolute value spectra, 5 (ii) eliminate dispersive components by use of 'pseudo-echo filtering', (iii) computationally subtract the dispersive component, or (iv) calculate 'skyline projections'. An urgent need
